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 THE JOURNAL OF SYMBOLIC LOGIC

 Volume 46, Number 4, Dec. 1981

 UPPER BOUNDS ON LOCALLY COUNTABLE ADMISSIBLE INITIAL
 SEGMENTS OF A TURING DEGREE HIERARCHY1

 HAROLD T. HODES

 Abstract. Where AR is the set of arithmetic Turing degrees, 0(w) is the least member of

 [a') I a is an upper bound on AR). This situation is quite different if we examine HYP,
 the set of hyperarithmetic degrees. We shall prove (Corollary 1) that there is an a, an

 upper bound on HYP, whose hyperjump is the degree of Kleene's 0. This paper gen-
 eralizes this example, using an iteration of the jump operation into the transfinite
 which is based on results of Jensen and is detailed in [3] and [4]. In ? 1 we review the
 basic definitions from [3] which are needed to state the general results.

 ?1. Introduction. Where A c w, a is a Turing degree, and A e a, we may define
 a hierarchy of Turing degrees At. a(e) on XL[A]. This hierarchy is studied in [2].
 We shall review the basic definitions. Where X is any set, let

 Lo[X] = M0[X] = <HF; e r HFX n HF; HF>;
 Le+?[X] = < Y; e Y, x n Y; Y> where Y is the collection of all sets first-order

 definable over LJX];
 LA[X] = Ue<A Le[X], where A is a limit ordinal;
 M<,[X]= LJX];
 Ma. ,l[X] = < Y; e Y; X n Y; Y> where Y = Jf(Le[X]) and 1 < n < a.
 Both L[X] and M[X] are, by definition, structures; we shall abuse notation by

 letting 'Le[X]' and 'M[X]' also stand for the universes of these structures. Note
 that if A T B then M[A] = M[B] for any ordinal A. For B ' w, B is a master
 code for e relative to A c w iff:

 {FewwIF?TB}<ME[A] flMwi.
 Master codes for e relative to A are unique up to Turing degree. At - a(e) is the se-

 quence of the Turing degrees of the master codes relative to A, taken in increasing
 order, where a = deg(A). More explicitly, let e be an M[A]-index iff Me+l[A] -
 M[A] contains a real. The fundamental theorem on master codes, due to Jensen,
 tells us:

 e is an M[A]-index iff there is a master code for e relative to A.

 The proof of this theorem provides a "normal form" for master codes. A struc-

 ture <X; E, F; X>, where E c- x a, F c w and X = Field(E), is an Ea[Z] iff

 <X; E, F; X> - <La[Z]; e La[Z], Z; La[Z]>.

 Received August 30, 1979.

 'While writing this paper, the author was supported by a fellowship from the Mellon Founda-
 tion.
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 754 HAROLD T. HODES

 Thn(Ea[Z]) is the (2n U II) theory of Ea[Z]. Then the master code for e relative to

 A is the least degree of the form deg(Thn(Ea[A])), where e = o * a + n, n < w.
 Let Inda enumerate the M[A]-index ordinals in increasing order. a 't' is the Turing

 degree of master codes for Inda(O) relative to A. By the normal form theorem,
 a(e) = deg(Thn(Ea[A])) for some Ea[A], where w * a + n = Inda(O).

 What is the relation between a ( and {a(e) I e < A}? We shall only consider this
 question for a = 0; by standard relativization arguments, results for 0 extend
 easily to arbitrary a. Let IA be the ideal of Turing degrees generated by {0(e) I e <
 A}. In [3] and [4], the above question was answered in terms of exact pairs for IA;
 in this paper we approach the question in terms of upper bounds on IA. To make
 clear the differences, we restate the central results of [3].

 Let Ja(O) be the least strict upper bound on {Inda(g) 1' < I}, and Fac(a) be the
 length of the M[A]-gap started at a; in other words, where a = deg(A):

 Fa (a) = the maximum , such that (Ma+P[A] - Ma[A]) n (o = 0.

 Thus Inda(a) = Ja(a) + Fa(Ja(4)).
 If a = 0, we may take A = 0 and omit explicit relativization. A degree a is

 I-exact, where I is an ideal of Turing degrees, iff a = b v c and I = {d I d < b
 and d < c}. In [3] it is proved that 0) is the least member of {a(tA) I a is IA-exact},
 where

 2 + F(J(A)) if J(2) is not a limit of M-gaps;

 =3 + F(J(A)) otherwise.

 (a is an M-gap iffF(a) > 0.)

 Furthermore, for e < paA, {a(e) I a is IA-exact} has no least member. Thus the
 "distance" between IA and 0'A), measured in terms of IA-exact degrees, is deter-
 mined by the "distance' between' J(A) and the next index ordinal.

 In this paper we prove that if J(A) is admissible, then the "distance" between IA
 and 00), measured in terms of upper bounds on IA, is as great as possible, namely
 Ind(A)! Notice that J(A) is admissible iff A is admissible and locally countable.
 Furthermore, if J(A) is admissible, A = J(A) and Ind(A) = A + F(A). Hereafter
 assume that A < (X1)L is admissible and locally countable.

 THEOREM 1. 0(') is the least member of {a(Ind()) I a is an upper bound on IA}.
 If we require the upper bounds in question to have low hyper-degree, and if

 F(A) < w, then the situation is slightly less pathological.
 THEOREM 2. If F(A) < w then 0(A) is the least member of

 {a(Ind(Al) [ a is an upper bound on [A and o4 = A}.

 However, if F(A) ? w, even this small comfort must be abandoned.
 THEOREM 3. If F(A) ? w, then 0(A) is the least member of

 {a(Ind(A))I a is an upper bound on IA and a = A}.

 Theorem I is a generalization of the main negative result of [5].

 ?2. The basic construction. One direction of Theorems 1, 2 and 3 is trivial. For
 any a, 0(A) < a(Ind()). Suppose A is admissible, F(A) < w, and OS A. Then
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 TURING DEGREE HIERARCHY 755

 afA) = deg(Th1(EA[A])) for some EA[A], since Fa(A) = 1. There is an EA such that

 Th1(EA) AT TTh1(EA[A]), implying that ThF(U)(EA) ?AT ThF(A)(EA[A]). So a(A+F(A)-1)
 = deg(ThF(A)(EA[A])) and 0(A) < deg(ThF(A)(EA)), implying that 0(A) < a(Ind(-1).

 The nontrivial content of Theorem 1 is built into this lemma.

 LEMMA. Suppose F(A) = 3 + n. There is an A cc w such that
 (i)AOj = i;

 (ii) A is a Turing upper bound on LA n ew;

 (iii) for some EA+p[A], Thj(EA+p[A]) e Jn+,(LA+p)
 Note that U IA = LA n bw and that for any real f, deg(f) < O(A) ifff E- n+l(LA+P).
 PROOF OF LEMMA. Our strategy is to combine a Henkin construction in an in-

 finitary language with a forcing argument in a ramified finitary language. The

 Henkin construction will "produce" Tho(EA[A]) and the forcing construction will

 produce the rest of Thn(EA+j[A]). Let Y be the LA-fragment of with a
 binary predicate letter 'e', a constant 'Y for each t e LA, and a new constant 'A'.
 (As usual, a formula has only finitely many variables.) Let LZ[A] and LA+p[A] be
 the ramified languages for set-theory with the one-place predicate 'A' of heights A

 and A + 03 respectively, containing ranked abstraction terms as usual. (See for
 example [3].) If f > 0, an unranked formulae of LA[A] shall be identified with a
 formula in LA+p[A] of rank A by replacing unranked variables by suitable new
 variables of rank A. If so is a formula of LA[A], it may be translated to a finite
 formulae qo* of Y as follows: replace variables of rank e by ordinary variables

 restricted to LJ[A], where 'x e Le[A]' is the obvious 2l formula with only x free and
 constants e and A of Y; eliminate abstraction terms; replace any new ranked

 variables as before; eliminate abstraction terms, etc.

 We introduce two sequences of new constants to Y: <k,>,Es,,, designed to denote
 nonstandard ordinals, and <hfl>ffl,,, the Henkin constants. Let Y+ be the resulting
 extension of Y, where any formula contains only finitely many kn's and hn's. As

 usual, Y, Y+ and LA[A] are identified with subsets of LA, LA+p[A] with a subset of
 LA+p.

 Let T be the following J1(LA) theory in Y:

 {Extensionality, A C X, (V0)(3x)(x = LjA])}

 U {t < T A I t eL LA n U} U Diagram(LA)

 U {(Vx)(x e t-= V x = s) I t e LA}.
 set

 Let T' be the following Jl(LA) theory in Y+:

 Tf = T U {k, is an ordinal I n e w} U {k"+1 < k, I n e a)}

 T' is consistent by an easy Henkin argument. Call a set p of sentences of LA[A]
 essentially 1I: iff each member of p is ranked or f1l. For such p, let p* be the set of
 sentences sp* where either (p is ranked and so e p or for some ranked /', (Vx)b e p
 and so is 95(x/c), where c is an abstraction term of LA[A]. A condition is a pair
 <p, s> where p is finite and essentially 14, s is a finite set of sentences in Y+ and

 (i) T' U p* U s is consistent.
 (ii) If T' U p* U s F- 'h, is an ordinal' then either for some e < = h ' e s

 or for some m, 'k_ < n' es.
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 756 HAROLD T. HODES

 Notice that if T' U p* U s is consistent and T' U p* U s F- 'hn is an ordinal' then

 h. occurs in s; otherwise T' U p* U s F- (Vx) (x is an ordinal), contradicting Dia-
 gram (LA). <p, s> extends <p', s'> iffp' c p and s' c s. Let P be the set of conditions.

 Let S = {p* U s5 <p, s> E P}. Although not quite a consistency property, since
 (cO) of [l, p. 85] fails, S is almost one:

 SUBLEMMA. S satisfies (cl)-(c7) of [1, p. 85].

 As usual, the only nontrivial clauses concern '3' and 'v '. We prove that (c6)

 is satisfied: if '(3x)O' e p* U s e S then for some h. ands', <p, s'> e P, s c s' and
 O(xlhn,)' E s'.

 Let h. be the least Henkin constant not occurring in s. Then U = T' U p* U s U
 {0(x/hj)} is consistent. If U V 'h, is an ordinal', let s' = s U {0(x/hj)} and we are
 done. Suppose that U F- 'h, is an ordinal'. Let km be the least such constant such
 that no kq, for q > m, occurs in s U {0(x/hj)}. If U U {km < h4" is consistent, let
 s' = s U {0(x/hn), km < h.}, and we are done. Suppose that U U {km < h"} is
 inconsistent. In any model 9 of U, h = h9R is a standard ordinal. If h were non-

 standard, we could select a descending sequence <di>ji,, of ordinals in 9 such that
 do = h and reinterpret 'km+i' to denote di; where 9' is the model produced by this
 revision, 91' F= U, since the only occurrences of 'km+i' in U are in T' - T, and these
 sentences remain true in 9'. But )' k= km < h.. Suppose that for every 9, if
 9) 1= U then {<x, y> 19) F= x < y < hm} has order type ? A. Then using the
 formula 'x < hm', U pins down all ordinals below A. By Theorem 7.4 of [1, p. 107]

 this is impossible. So for some 91 ~= U U {hn d}, for some e < A. Thus U U
 {hn = A} is consistent. Let s' = s U {O(x/h,), h. = A}. We have ensured that
 <p, s'> is a condition; sop* U s' e S, as claimed.

 The proof that if 'V O' e p* U s e S then for some 0 e 0, and some s', <p, s'> E P,
 s c s' and 'A' E s' is similar. We omit details.

 Suppose that G = << Pi, si>>i,, is a sequence of conditions such that for every
 E c), <pi+,, si+?> extends <pi, si> . We say that G has the Henkin property iff:
 (1) For any i e o), if '(3x)0' E p* U si then for some Henkin constant h. and

 some E a, '0(x/h,)' E sj.
 (2) For any i e- , if 'VO' e p` U si then for some 0 e 0, and some j E c, 'A' E sj.
 (3) For any 0 in Y+ there is aj such that either 'A' E s, or '-' 0' E s,.
 A sequence G with the Henkin property determines a path through S, which in

 turn determines a canonical term model 9) = 9)(G) of Uij:(p*' U si). Let A =
 A(G) = {n1I 9= n e A}. A is a Turing upper bound on LA n c, since for any
 real t e LA, 1 = t ? T A and t(n) = m iff t9(n0) = mu. Furthermore A is the su-
 premum of the order-types of the standard ordinals of 9). This is because P was
 defined to ensure that the type of A was omitted. Thus MA = A. Letting 9) =

 U<A(LjA])m, we have 9)1 LA[A]. This is obvious, since 9) 1= (V()(3x)(x =
 Le[A]) and be? is standard. Finally, I= Ui(, Pi. Suppose gD E Pi. If (p is ranked in
 LA[A], 91 k (p*; SO 9)1 k= q*; SO 9)1 k= q. If (p is (Vx) 0b where 0b is ranked in LA[A],
 then for any abstraction term c of LA[A], 9 I= Ob(x/c)*; so 9)1 k= O(x/c)*; so
 9)1 b 0(x/c). Since every element of 9) is denoted by some such abstraction
 term, 9)1 = (q.

 We now define forcing and consider sequences of conditions which have the

 Henkin property and are generic. Where (p is a sentence of LA+p[A], let:
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 TURING DEGREE HIERARCHY 757

 <p, s> IF- o iff so ep where p((o) < 2 or p((o) = 2 and so is a 1Il sentence of
 LA[A];

 <p, s> IF- ' iff for every condition <p', s'> extending <p, s>, <p', s'> IV to,

 where p(q) ? A and if p((o) = A then SD is not a 21 sentence of LA[A];

 <P, s> I- ((pl & (P2) iff<p, s> IF- qi and <p, s> IF- (P2 where p((pl) P(Q2) 2 A;
 <P, s> I- (3xr)b iff for some c, an abstraction term in LA+p[A] of rank r, <KP S>

 IF- V(xr/c), where p((3xr)7b) ? A;
 <p, s> IF- (3x)b iff for some abstraction term c, <p, s> IF- V(x/c).
 (p is the rank function.)

 Suppose G = <<Pi, Sj>>jEW is a sequence of conditions which is generic with

 respect to the 2, U fin sentences of LA+p[A] and which has the Henkin property.
 Let 9 = 9JI(G). The set of sentences of LA+p[A] forced by conditions in this se-
 quence also determines a term model $ = $(G). Where WA is $ restricted to de-
 notations of terms of rank < 2, we clearly have 9) - . Thus {nI$ I ,= A(n)}=
 {n 19),k= n E A} = A(G). The Henkin component of the construction "built" ?N1;
 the forcing component was designed to ensure agreement with the Henkin com-

 ponent, so 9) - NA, and to control the construction of the rest of T in the usual
 way. This is why the definition of forcing required that the sentences sp such that

 p(qp) < 2, or p(q) = 2 and sp is f1I in LA[A], be handled differently from other
 sentences.

 We now examine the definitional complexity of forcing. P E II1(LA). Thus forcing
 restricted to the 21 U h1i sentences of LA[A] is 12 over LA. Forcing restricted to
 ?,T U fin sentences of LA+p[A] is Jn+i over LA+p.

 Fix countings of the 1, U fin sentences of LA+p[A], the abstraction terms of
 LA+p[A], and all sentences of Y+, which are Jn+i over LA+p-say <(p>i, <ci>
 and <0O>j,,, respectively. Define a sequence G as follows:

 <Po, So> = <0, 0 >;
 <P2i+1, S2i+1> = the <L-least condition <p, s> extending <P2i, S2i> such that

 <p, s> decides (pi;
 <P2i+2, S2i+2> = the < L-least condition <p, s> extending < P2i+1, 52i+1> such that
 (1) either 0i or-i - 5s;
 (2) for any 0(x), if (3x)0 E 52i+1 then for some hnx, 0(xlhn) E S2i+2;
 (3) for any 0, if VO e 52i+1 then for some 0 E 0, 0 E S2i+2

 G is Jn+l over LA+p, is generic, and has the Henkin property. Letting A = A(G),
 T = $(G) - LA+p[A]. By the usual forcing = truth lemma, T ,= (pi iff <P2i+1,
 52i+1> IF- (i. Thus Th,(T) e J,+1(LA+p). "Pulling back to w" by the counting
 <cj>ijO, 9 becomes an EA+p[A] for which (iii) is satisfied. (i) and (ii) are true by
 remarks on the Henkin property. QED

 COROLLARY. There is an A ' co, a Turing upper bound on HYP, the set of hyper-
 arithmetic reals, whose hyperjump has the Turing degree of Kleene's (9.

 PROOF. Consider the A constructed in this proof where A = cock. For any EA[A],
 c = i implies that (9A ? T Thl(EA[A]). For the EA[A] constructed in the lemma,

 Th1(EA[A]) E J2(LL), and so Th1(EA[A]) < T (9 < T (A Thus (9 = A .
 Theorem 2 is also an immediate consequence of the lemma. Suppose F(A) < co;

 so p = 0 and F(A) = n. Taking a = deg(A), A and EA[A] as in the lemma, we have
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 758 HAROLD T. HODES

 ?3. Theorems 1 and 3. Again, we assume that A is admissible and locally count-
 able. If F(A) < w, to prove Theorem 1 we have to construct a C c co so that C is

 a Turing upper bound on LA n flw and, for an appropriate EA[C], c(A+F(A)) =
 deg(ThF(A)(E[C])), where c = deg(C). For the latter condition it will suffice to
 ensure that wc > A. But if F(A) is big we face a further worry. Suppose we can

 construct a C as desired and so that Th,(EA+p[C]) E 4,+1(LA+p) for some E+p[C],
 where F(2) = co * + n. If Indc(Ind(2)) > Ind(2) this will not ensure that c(Ind(A))
 ? O(). To avoid this problem we will ensure that woc > 2 + j; then (cV > A +
 w. * + n = Ind(2), and so Indc(Ind(2)) = Ind(2). We construct a B c w0 suitably
 generic over LA+p[A], where A is as in the lemma of ?2, so that wjB > A + and for

 an appropriate EA+p[A @ B], Th.(EA+JA @ B]) E 4,+1(LA+p[A]). Then C = A G B
 will be as desired. The trick is to take B generic in the sense of forcing with Steel's
 tagged trees of height < 3, where a is the maximum admissible or limit of admissi-
 bles < 2 + A. The details are routine. Basic lemmas concerning Steel forcing are
 presented in [3].

 Theorem 3 is immediate from the lemma of ?2, if Inda(Ind(2)) = Ind(2), where
 a = deg(A), A as in the lemma. But in general this is not the case. Where F(2) =
 co * + n and p ? 1, our strategy is to produce a B c w, suitably generic over
 LA+p[A], and an EA+p[A D B] so that if A D B = C, then:
 (l)coC A2;

 (2) ,c > + j;
 (3) Th,(EA+p[C]) (= Jn+,(LA+p[A]).

 By (1), c(i+w) < deg(Th0(EA+1[C])), where c = deg(C). (2) implies that
 WCo 2 A+wO + n = Ind(2), and so Indc(Ind(2)) = Ind(2). Thus c(Ind(A)) <

 deg(Th,(EA+p[C])). Because there is an EA+p[A] so that Th,(EA+p[A]) E Jn+,(LA),
 we obtain an EA+p[C] so that Thn(EA+p[C]) E Jn+,(LA).

 To construct B, we take several generic extensions of LA+p[A]. Let 3 be the
 maximum admissible or limit of admissibles < 2 + j. Take B1 to be a well-
 founded tree of height a which is generic in the sense of Steel forcing and such that

 Th,(EA+p[A @ B1]) E J,+1(LA+p[A]) for some EA+p[A D B1].
 Working within LA[A, B1], we shall construct an appropriately generic extension

 LA[A, X] of LA[A], where X ( 2, LA[A, X] is admissible relative to A and X, and so
 that X encodes B1. Let a condition r be a function from some r < 2 into 2 so that

 r E LA[A]. Let Q be the set of these conditions. Define forcing for sentences of
 LA[A, X] by the following base clauses:

 r IF X(e) iff r(t) = 1,

 r IF A(n) iff n E A.

 The other clauses are as usual. Forcing 21 sentences of LA[A, X] is 21 over LA[A, B1].
 A sentence of the form (Vxr)(3y)qp(xr, y) ((3xr)(Vy)(p(xr, y)), where qP(xr, y) is
 ranked in LA[A, X] and r < 2, shall be called extended 21 (extended III). Suppose
 r IH(Vxr)(3y)q(xr, y), where so is ranked. This is a f12 statement over LA:

 (Vr' 2 r)(Vc)(c an abstraction term of rank ?7r D (3r" ' r')(3c')

 (c' an abstraction term & r" HF p(c, c'))).
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 TURING DEGREE HIERARCHY 759

 LA is admissible, and so reflects 112 statements, so (*) is true in L. for some y such
 that r < 7 < A. Let <cj>i8O be a counting in LJ[A, B1] of the abstraction terms of
 rank < r. Let ro = r; rj+1 extends ri and for some c in L,7 rj+1 IF- q(cj, c'). Let
 f = limit , ri. Because A is admissible relative to A, f E LA[A]; clearly f IF-
 (bfxr)(3yQ),p(xr', y).
 Let <(j>j, and <ci>i, be I2(LA[A]) countings of the sentences of LA[A, X] which

 are extended 21 U extended ffA and the abstraction terms of LA[A, X]. We construct
 a generic sequence as follows:

 ro= < >;

 r3 i+1 = the < L[A]-least condition extending r3i and deciding (Pi;

 r3i+1 if r3i+1 IV (pi or (pi is not extended 21;

 that r such that <r, In> is < L[A]-least such that

 r3i+2 r extends r3j+1 and rH (Vxr)(3y'7)q(xr, yl)

 if r3i+11I-1pj and (pi is (Vxr)(3y)(p(xr, y);

 and sp is ranked.

 r3i+3 = r3i+2 n <B&(i)>.
 (Here B1 is identified with its characteristic function.) Clearly <ri>i<, E

 J2(LA[A, B,]). Let X = {I(3i)rj(e) = I}. "Pulling back to co" by the counting of the
 abstraction terms of LA[A, X], we obtain an EA[A, X] so that Th1(EA[A, X]) E
 I2(LA[A)]. This easily extends to an EA+p[A, X] so that Th"(EA+p[A, X]) E
 JI+1(LA+P[A]). Stages of the form 3i + 2 ensure that LA[A, X] is admissible relative
 to A and X. Finally, B1 E J2(LA[A, X]). To see this, we construct Kri>i8C in a z2
 way over LA[A, X]. At each stage of the form 3 i + 3 we consult X and r3i+2 to
 determine Bl(i) and r3i+3. Thus 2 is the only ordinal below 2 + j admissible relative
 to A and X.

 Working within LA+p[A, X], we use almost disjoint coding to code X into a real
 B. Because 2 must remain admissible relative to A G B, we carry out the construc-
 tion of B using the machinery from ?2. Let <Kf>e<A be a listing of LA[A] n d'W in the
 order imposed by < LEA]. Let

 S(fe) = {ati is a sequence number & a represents an initial segment of ft}.

 Thus S(f) n S(f) is infinite iff e = ,y. Let Y be the fragment of Y,,,o with pre-
 dicate 'e', for each member t of LA[A] the constant 't', ('A' for A), and a new con-

 stant 'B'. Let T be the following theory in 41(LA[A, X]):

 {Extensionality, (Vb)(3x)(x = LJA, B]), B ' A}

 U {Bn S(ft) is finite 1 E X}

 U {B n S(ft) is infinite I 2 ? X}

 U Diag(LA[A]) U {(Vx)(x E t U x = s) I t E LA[A]}.
 sEt

 Form T' from T as in ?2. Define P, S and forcing as in ?2, where the ramified lan-

 guage in question is LA+p[A, B]. Fix <Kq:i>,=,, a 4,+1(LA+p[A, X]) counting of the 2, U
 IIn sentences of LA+p[A, B]. As in ?2, we construct a sequence of conditions in P,
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 760 HAROLD T. HODES

 <<Pi, si>>i, which is zl, over LA+p[A, X], has the Henkin property, and is such
 that <P2i+1b S2i+1> decides (pi for each i E co. Once again, we obtain a real B ' w
 such that WAiDB = A, LA[A, B] 9)1, where 9) = 9)(<<pi, s?>>i), 9) F= T and
 LA+p[A, B] 91 = 9(<<p3, s?>>i.). As usual, 9 may be turned into an EA+P[A, B]
 = EA+p[A ? B] so that Th"(EA+p[A C B]) E 4n+1(LA+p[A, X]). Recall that for ap-
 propriate EA+p[A, X], EA+p[A, B1] and EA+p[A] we had:
 Th,(EA+p[A]) E= Jn+l(LA+p),

 Th,(EA+,p[A, Bj]) J a+l(LA[A]),
 Th,(EA+,p[A, X]) J n+l(LA+p[A, Bj]).

 Putting this all together we obtain an EA+1[A e B] so that Th,(EA+p[A ?D B])
 e Ji+i(LA+p). Letting C = A e B, c = deg(C), we have

 c(A+cowP+n) = c(Ind(A)) < deg(Th,(EA+p[C])),

 using the fact that 2 1 and )c > 2A + o * + n, and so Indc(Ind(2)) = Ind(A).
 Thus c(Ind(A)) < O(A) as desired. QED

 How "far" are 0(A) and IA, in terms of upper bounds, where A is a locally count-
 able nonadmissible limit of admissibles? In [2] the following is proved:

 THEO REM. If {a < A I a is not 21 projectible to w} is bounded in A, and A is a locally
 countable nonadmissible limit of admissibles, then 0(A) is the least member of {a(3) 1 a
 is an upper bound on IA}.

 If, however, LA l= (HO U 13) determinacy, there is an a, an upper bound on IA,
 such that a'4' < 0'(A.
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